
Goal: 
 

• Enable LTC2990 kernel module (if needed, enable/disable other modules too) on Jetson 

Problem: 
 

• Followed instructions for modifying and building kernel on the host, and flashing it on the Jetson 

• After flashing kernel, Jetson does not turn on (nothing is displayed on the monitor) 

 

Hardware: 
 

Hardware: Jetson AGX Orin Developer Kit 

 

Steps Followed: 

1. Clean Flash of Jetson 
 

1. Followed instructions in link below to install the OS on the Jetson using the SDKManager 

application on the host: https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/learn/jetson-agx-orin-devkit-

user-guide/two_ways_to_set_up_software.html  

a. Used Jetpack 5.0.1 DP  

2. Jetson turns on and could log in as expected 

 

3. Building Kernel (on the Host) [1] 
 

1. Followed NVIDIA’s instructions for downloading necessary cross compilation tools and setting it 

up: 

https://docs.nvidia.com/jetson/archives/r34.1/DeveloperGuide/text/AT/JetsonLinuxToolchain.h

tml  

 

2. Exported following environment variables: 

 

export KERNEL_DIR=kernel-5.10 

export CROSS_COMPILE=/home/user/l4t-gcc/bin/aarch64-buildroot-linux-gnu- 

export JETPACK=/home/user/nvidia/nvidia_sdk/JetPack_5.0.1_DP_Linux_JETSON_AGX_ORIN_TARGET/Linux_for_Tegra/ 

https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/learn/jetson-agx-orin-devkit-user-guide/two_ways_to_set_up_software.html
https://developer.nvidia.com/embedded/learn/jetson-agx-orin-devkit-user-guide/two_ways_to_set_up_software.html
https://docs.nvidia.com/jetson/archives/r34.1/DeveloperGuide/text/AT/JetsonLinuxToolchain.html
https://docs.nvidia.com/jetson/archives/r34.1/DeveloperGuide/text/AT/JetsonLinuxToolchain.html


export KERNEL_OUT=$JETPACK/images 

export KERNEL_MODULES_OUT=$JETPACK/images/modules 

 

3. Changed directory to $JETPACK: 

cd ${JETPACK} 

4. Made  ${JETPACK}/images and $JETPACK/images/modules directories: 

mkdir -p $KERNEL_MODULES_OUT 

5. Used the source_sync.sh to obtain the kernel source: 

 

./source_sync.sh -k jetson_35.1 

 

6. Changed directory to $KERNEL_DIR: 

cd ${JETPACK}/sources/kernel/${KERNEL_DIR} 

7. Opened Tegra defconfig file located in arm64 folder: 

vi arch/arm64/configs/tegra_defconfig 

8. Modified it to include the following line: 

CONFIG_SENSORS_LTC2990=y 

9. Saved and closed the file 

10. Executed following command: 

make mrproper ARCH=arm64 

a. Had to go through installing a few packages to not get any errors in this step 

11. Two known issues exist in the kernel when building the kernel, to resolve those issues, executed 

the commands below: 

Command 1: 

➔ ln -s ${JETPACK}/sources/kernel/nvethernetrm \ 

${JETPACK}/sources/kernel/nvidia/drivers/net/ethernet/nvidia/nvethernet 

 

Command 2: 

➔ mkdir ${JETPACK}/sources/hardware/nvidia/platform/t23x/common/kernel-dts 

➔ cp -r ${JETPACK}/sources/hardware/nvidia/platform/t23x/common/t234* \ 

${JETPACK}/sources/hardware/nvidia/platform/t23x/common/kernel-dts 

 

12. Executed following command to create new configuration: 

make ARCH=arm64 O=$KERNEL_OUT tegra_defconfig 

  



13. Executed following command to create BSP: 

make ARCH=arm64 O=$KERNEL_OUT CROSS_COMPILE=$CROSS_COMPILE -j4 

a. Output of successful make: 

make[1]: Leaving directory 
'/home/user/nvidia/nvidia_sdk/JetPack_5.0.1_DP_Linux_JETSON_AGX_ORIN_TARGET
S/Linux_for_Tegra/images' 

  

14. Executed following command to install the new modules: 

make modules_install ARCH=arm64 O=${KERNEL_OUT} \ 

CROSS_COMPILE=${CROSS_COMPILE} INSTALL_MOD_PATH=${KERNEL_MODULES_OUT} 

a. Output of successful make: 

DEPMOD  5.10.104 
make[1]: Leaving directory 
'/home/gms/nvidia/nvidia_sdk/JetPack_5.0.1_DP_Linux_JETSON_AGX_ORIN_TARGETS
/Linux_for_Tegra/images' 

 

15. Executed following set of commands to backup existing image files: 

BKUP_DATE=`date “+%Y_%m_%d_%H_%M_%S”` 

mv ${JETPACK}/kernel/Image{,.${BKUP_DATE}} 

mv ${JETPACK}/kernel/kernel_supplements.tbz2{,.${BKUP_DATE}} 

mv ${JETPACK}/kernel/dtb${,.${BKUP_DATE}} 

16. Executed following commands to copy the binaries built to the default locations expected by the 

flash utility: 

cd $KERNEL_OUT 

cp ./arch/arm64/boot/Image ${JETPACK}/kernel/ 

cp -r ./arch/arm64/boot/dts/nvidia/ ${JETPACK}/kernel/dtb 

17. Executed following commands to update the kernel modules in the kernel supplements tarball: 

cd $KERNEL_MODULES_OUT 

tar --owner root --group root -cjf ${JETPACK}/kernel/kernel_suppliments.tbz2 
lib/modules 

18. Finally, executed following commands to install the Tegra binaries: 

cd ${JETPACK} 

sudo ./apply_binaries.sh 



 

4. Flashing the kernel [2] 

 
1. Put the Jetson unit in to recovery mode 

a. NOTE: Instructions say to press the recovery button and power button then release 

them at the same time, but I found that the recovery button and the reset button works 

2. From the ${JETPACK} folder, executed the following command: 

sudo ./flash.sh jetson-agx-orin-devkit mmcblk0p1 

a. Output of successful flash: 

*** The target t186ref has been flashed successfully. *** 
Reset the board to boot from internal eMMC. 

 

3. According to instructions, at this point, the Jetson unit should turn back on and should be able 

to work with it 

a. NOTE: For me, this does not happen, the unit does turn on as seen by the LED indicator, 

the fan also turns on but nothing is displayed on the monitor and the USB hub’s LED is 

off when connected 

NOTE: I also went through the same steps but without making any modifications to the kernel 

configuration file, and I observed the same error. 

 

 

Resources 
 

[1] 

https://developer.ridgerun.com/wiki/index.php/NVIDIA_Jetson_Orin/JetPack_5.0.2/Compiling_Code/Ke

rnel 

[2] https://medium.com/@gilsonvarghese/how-to-add-a-custom-kernel-module-in-nvidia-jetson-nano-

fb25a35c7962  
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